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ABSTRACT
Ecology and resource efficiency have achieved high relevance in industry, not only due to their economic
effects. Thus, logistics planning is required to contribute to “green” initiatives. However, it still lacks appropriate methods and tools. Simulation represents a well-accepted method in logistics planning, for it can
handle dynamics, stochastic effects and a high degree of complexity. In the context of ecological planning, dynamics play an important role as demand peaks are compensated by usually inefficient supporting
processes, such as express transportation. OTD-NET is known as an innovative supply chain simulator
and is extended by the ecological transportation assessment. This enables the evaluation of green KPIs
and – due to the intra-simulative approach – logistics decisions based on ecological balances. In this paper
we describe the state-of-the-art on ecological assessment, discuss requirements for its integration into
simulation, and explain an implementation approach as well as its benefits by means of a use case.
1

MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

In the context of sustainability, ecology and resource efficiency are becoming more and more relevant.
Sustainability comprises three elements: economy, ecology, and social issues (Brundtland 1987, p. 5).
Today, politics and society are aware that our daily life and, due to numerous international agreements
(e.g. the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change or the Kyoto Protocol) business processes have to change.
Globalization of business processes and, accordingly, of supply chains has brought economic progress and prosperity to different parts of the world. However, this development leads to tremendous additional energy demand and combustion emissions due to the increased use of long distance transport. Major damage may result from the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG), notably the acceleration of climate
warming, by excessive human-caused emissions (IPCC 2001, p. 5). Worldwide, the increment of transportation-caused emissions adds up to 69 % above the total GHG emission growth rate (World Resources
Institute 2012). Thus, the transportation sector induces 23 % of the worldwide GHG emissions (IPCC
2007, p. 328) from which 35 % arise from the freight sector (IPCC 2007, p. 330).
Even though some enterprises might not be impressed by ecological impacts, the emission of GHG
becomes relevant in a financial sense: as energy is a limited resource, the oil price octupled from the
1990s until 2008, but then decreased to the fivefold due to the economic crisis (Statistisches Bundesamt
2011). Moreover, the introduction of an emission trading scheme in Europe causes direct costs for companies. The EU directive obliges companies to buy quota for the emission of GHG. If a first free quota is
exceeded, the company is required to purchase additional certificates from other market participants or to
undergo penalties. By the time of its introduction by the directive 2003/87/EG in 2003, the inclusion of
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the transportation sector was already intended. Since 2/2/2009 the EU directive 2008/101/EG has encompassed also air traffic.
Counteractive measures can be divided into technological and organizational approaches. Technological improvements include innovations such as hybrid engines or SkySails (the equipment of cargo ships
with sails, cf. http://www.skysails.info), whereas organizational activities refer to logistics planning, e.g.
decisions on transport disposition or network node locations. Logistics planning is part of the Supply
Chain Management (SCM), which consists of three hierarchic levels: Supply Chain Design (SCD), Planning (SCP), and Execution (SCE). The top level is SCD, which comprises strategic, long-term decisions.
Thus, it provides the maximum potential for ecological improvements and is focused in this paper.
Yet, SCD decisions are still made exclusively on a cost and logistics performance base (Hellingrath et
al. 2008, p. 460). Energy-related and environmental criteria play only a subordinate role in the network
design (Horváth & Partners 2012) and are balanced – if at all – in a subsequent stage. Due to the expected
increasing ecological and, thus, financial relevance of SCD, the classic targets of “costs” and “performance” have to be extended through the inclusion the “ecology” dimension. However, analyses of the
German Logistics Association (Bundesvereinigung Logistik, BVL) show that in logistics concepts, tools,
and research results are missing in practice (Straube and Pfohl 2008).
Simulation is a common method to support SCD as it allows detailed analyses of highly complex logistics systems considering dynamics and stochastic effects. In order to integrate ecology completely into
the SCD planning process, environment based decision making within simulation studies, e.g. transport
disposition, has to be enabled. In order to provide a decision basis, an intra-simulative ecological assessment approach is required, as the results must be available at simulation runtime. Therefore, Fraunhofer
Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (IML) extended a well-established logistics network simulation
tool to include ecological targets. The new features for the intra-simulative assessment necessitated the
modification of the whole tool environment.
Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to derive specific requirements for this intra-simulative ecological assessment approach, to present the necessary extensions of a particular simulation tool, and to lineout
the concept for an environment-based logistics decision mechanism. The requirements are derived and
described in section 2. Then, in section 3, the methodology for emission and energy demand calculations
is presented. Its integration into the simulation tool and the resulting benefits are explained in section 4 in
the context of a use case. Finally, section 5 summarizes the paper and presents critical remarks as well as
an outlook on further research.
2
2.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF “GREEN” TARGETS INTO THE
SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN
Requirements Resulting from Classic Logistics Planning

The design of logistics networks comprises three main tasks (Sucky 2008): (1) decisions on the network
structure, (2) the definition of general processes for material, information and money flows between the
network nodes, and (3) the dimensioning of locations, processes, relations and resources.
The definition of the network structure relates to the number of logistics-relevant locations, such as
plants, warehouses, or distribution centers, as well as their layouts and relations (Sucky 2008). This question is closely related to the number of echelons and to the vertical range of manufacture. The rough definition of processes between the network partners with respect to their locations, i.e. on the network level,
is attained through the SCD. Typical logistics processes affect the material and information flow as well
as, in rare cases, the money flow (Hellingrath and Eberhardt 2006). The supply chain success depends on
the coordination between material and information flows, as indicates by the “information flow rushing
ahead” (Cramer 2004, pp. 27–28) and “information replaces stock level” (Kuhn and Hellingrath 2003, p.
653) concepts. The dimensioning of required resources is based on the definition of the major processes
and comprises the selection of warehousing, transshipment and transportation capacities as well as the respectively applied technology (Sucky 2008, p. 940).
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These decisions usually lead to large investments, and their implementation is hardly reversible
(Chopra and Meindl 2010, p. 25). Therefore, several approaches for planning on the SCD level were developed. Typical procedure models, e.g. Klingebiel et al. (2011), Goetschalckx und Fleischmann (2010)
and Straube (2011), can be divided into: (1) a phase of data preparation and scope definition, (2) a rough
analysis phase, (3) a detailed analysis phase, and (4) a final evaluation including recommendations for action. The rough analysis phase handles the initial data on a rather aggregated level. Suitable and usually
applied methods are mathematical optimization or material flow accounting (Seidel 2009, p. 120). Presuming sufficient data aggregation, these static methods require less modeling effort and are able to solve
the problem within a reasonable time. The result is a reduced number of potential solution sets that can be
analyzed more deeply during the subsequent detailed analysis phase (Seidel 2009, pp. 128-29). In order to
ensure an adequate degree of details, this stage considers uncertainty and the dynamic behavior within the
supply chain. Consequently, a high degree of complexity has to be handled (Kuhn 2008). Besides the application within the complete process of an SCD procedure model, detailed logistics network analysis becomes relevant, if an existing network is reworked at selected spots. In such a case, a great number of input data from the real network is available and can be included in order to enhance the planning quality.
As proven in many studies, discrete event simulation (DES) is an appropriate and widely accepted approach to analyze logistics networks in detail considering extensive input data (Wagenitz 2007, pp. 76–
77; Tako and Robinson 2011).
2.2

Requirements for the Ecological Assessment

As stated in the first section, transportation processes have a major effect on the ecological balance of
supply chains and entail a great potential for improvement, for little progress has been made in this field
in the past. Thus, the focus for modifications lies on transportation modeling. As the ecological balance of
a transport is influenced by various individual properties (e.g. vehicle capacity, capacity usage or payload,
transport carrier, etc.), every single vehicle movement has to be assessed individually and assigned to a
transport carrier. Data of such a level of detail can only be obtained from simulation.
The introduction of GHG emission certificates leads to an additional influence factor on transport decisions. Whereas former transports dispositions were exclusively based on costs and performance (e.g.
acceptable lead time), this method is able to consider emissions and the remaining GHG quota as a decision base. For instance, although transatlantic shipping by sea freight might have delays and cause penalties, emission savings compared to air freight could still make this a more reasonable option. In order to
allow such decisions, the GHG balance has to be available at simulation runtime. However, former green
analysis approaches apply a post-simulative assessment method, i.e. the calculation of ecological balances
after the simulation run based on its results (Reeker, Hellingrath, and Wagenitz 2011). The availability of
ecological results at simulation runtime requires, thus, an intra-simulative assessment approach.
Ecological assessment methods are developed permanently, particularly nowadays as “green” is in
vogue. To guarantee sufficient adaptability, exchangeability of the logic for ecological assessment has to
be guaranteed by encapsulation in a module. However, this necessitates a broad communication interface
between the simulator core and the assessment module as a lot of data input and results have to be exchanged.
In summary the integration of ecological objectives into a network simulation tool demands supplementary features compared to classic SCD approaches. The following requirements have to be considered
in the research work presented in this paper: (1) mapping of the network structure, processes, and resource dimensions, (2) mapping of stochastic effects and dynamics, (3) handling of a high degree of complexity, (4) representation of single vehicles and their type, (5) ecological balancing at simulation
runtime, and (6) module-based ecological assessment logic. In preparation of the integrated simulation
concept, the next section describes a suitable methodology for balancing emissions.
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3
3.1

METHODOLOGY FOR CO2-CALCULATION
Methods and Tools for the Ecological Assessment

Various methods for the ecological management of inter-organizational supply chains have been developed. Besides well-known examples such as environmental audits (Haker and Löwe 1991), product line
analysis (ib.), eco profiling (Benz 1999), and environmental impact assessment (Reeker, Hellingrath, and
Wagenitz 2011), life cycle assessment (LCA) has been approved for the evaluation of transportation processes and is widely accepted (Pfohl 2004; Finkbeiner et al. 2006). LCA allows for the systematic perception and assessment of analysis objects, i.e. products or enterprises (Kunhenn 1997). This procedure is
standardized by the ISO norm 14040/44 and consists of four sequenced phases (DIN 2006):
1. The goal and scope definition defines system boundaries and the degree of detail.
2. The life cycle inventory analysis (LCI) provides a catalogue of physical process inputs and outputs according to energy footprints. Dimensions entering a process could be energy and raw materials; emissions and the final product are likely to be exiting material.
3. The phase of life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) evaluates the environmental impact of the LCI.
4. Finally, within interpretation phase, the determined balances of the LCI and LCIA are compared
to the scope definition, in order to establish the course of action to be taken.
The scope of ecological assessment is already defined by the time the LCA method is applied on a
simulation study. Within the LCI phase, the data collection step represents the most complex part (Baumann and Tillman 2009, p. 97). Possible sources are according to Baumann et al. manufacturer data, telephone surveys, experiments, and databases with aggregated, sector-specific average values. As the LCI is
based exclusively on virtually existing, simulation-based results, only the last option is viable. Thus, the
integration of ecological assessment into simulation takes place specifically on the LCI level and requires
the integration of an assessment data source into the simulator.
There are several databases and tools containing necessary data for the integration of ecological assessment into a simulation tool (Hellingrath and Schürrer 2009, p. 21). Generally, these data sources are
easy and inexpensive to integrate into existing logistics systems. The exact selection highly depends on
the individual use case and its requirements. For the research work presented in this paper, the solution
has to be (1) based on scientific research, (2) free of charge, (3) integrable into the existing source code,
and (4) methodologically compatible with simulation studies. The last requirement refers to the limited
availability of assessment input values from a simulation model compared to reality.
3.2

Assessment with the European Life Cycle Database

The European Life Cycle Database (ELCD) is a collection of assessment formulae that fulfills the aforementioned requirements. It is provided by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission and
based on scientifically approved sources (Reeker, Hellingrath, and Wagenitz 2011, p. 152). The ELCD
formulae require a straightforward set of input values that can be derived from simulation. As the provided formulae are already prepared with transport-carrier-specific factors, they are easy to implement in
program languages. The results are the emissions quantities for well-known substances (e.g. CO, CO2,
methane, or particulate matter) as well as for rather exotic gases such as toluene and xylene.
Furthermore, the ELCD formulae distinguish between the following means of transportation types:
trucks (7.5 t, 22 t, and 40 t of max gross vehicle weight), ocean container ships, trains (electricity- and
diesel-driven), cargo planes, as well as other means of transportation that are not considered in this logistics context. The required input values differ between the transportation types: whereas, for instance,
ships only require the shipment weight and the transportation distance, truck assessment needs data regarding the max load capacity (according to the truck size), the distribution of pollution classes (“Euro
norm”) over the utilized truck fleet, and the shares of road types (within town, outside town, highway).
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Figure 1 illustrates through an example the calculation steps for the ELCD formula for a small truck and
CO2 emissions. The coefficient for the first calculation step is the differentiating factor between different
emission categories.
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Figure 1: CO2 calculation steps for the ELCD formula for a truck (Cirullies, Klingebiel, and Scavarda
2011)
Therefore, the ELCD formulae are highly suitable to be implemented in a programming language, i.e.
as a method. This requires a precisely defined set of parameters, that are summarized in Table 1:
Table 1: Parameters of the ELCD formulae.
Parameter
Distance
Shipping weight
Capacity usage
Share “within town”
Share “outside town”
Share “highway”
Share “Euro norm 0”
Share “Euro norm 1”
Share “Euro norm 2”
Share “Euro norm 3”
Share “Euro norm 4”

Container
Ship
x
x
-

Cargo
Plane
x
x
x
-

Train
(Diesel)
x
x
x
-

Train
(Electric)
x
x
x
-

Truck
7.5 t
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Truck
22 t
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Truck
40 t
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

These parameters are obtained from the events (e.g. a transport disposition or transport arrival) during
simulation. In order to fulfill requirement 0 (balancing at simulation runtime), the ELCD formulae have to
be linked to the simulator core. This integration into an exemplary simulation tool is described in the following section in context of a use case.
4
4.1

APPLICATION OF ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT IN LOGISTICS SIMULATION
Use Case Scenario: A Global Automotive Supply Chain

A typical scenario demonstrating the interdependency of logistic decisions is derived from the use case of
a current project within the automotive industry. A European car manufacturer is currently producing a
model exclusively in Argentina. Soon the additional production will ramp up in Europe. Suppliers are
based worldwide, but concentrated in South America and Europe. Thus, the cargo comprising roughly
600 parts, components, modules, and aggregates is consolidated and packed in centers within these two
regions. Although applied multi-sourcing strategies allow short procurement distances, in some cases
parts need to be shipped from a different continent, which necessitates multimodal transport through a
distance of about 13 000 km. Typically, the main carriage is performed by ship and the pre- and oncarriage by truck. However, such a long supply chain entails the risk of various disturbances, e.g. a change
on demand, and, thus, requires a certain flexibility potential. However, this potential to fulfill the request-
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ed logistic performance may have negative economic and ecological impacts: the usage of express air
transportation reduces the main carriage lead time from about three weeks to three days.
New network design decisions, such as the establishment of a second production site on a different
continent, provide an enormous scope for action, as well as potential for improvements, and increase the
network complexity significantly. In this context, a central question arises: to which plant shall an order
be assigned. This involves data, such as the distribution destination, plant capacities, availability of parts
according to the customer’s specifications, supplier capacities in Europe or South America, and transport
capacities. The decision may be evaluated based on performance considerations, e.g. what order-todelivery lead time is acceptable, on supply, production, and distribution costs, and on the ecological balance of transports. The latter depends heavily on the location of the suppliers and customers.
Evidently, this use case is subject to a high degree of complexity. The described effects on the supply
chain change over time and the best way to model is through stochastic distributions. Thus, simulation is
a suitable method to analyze this logistics network and to identify risks and potentials in depth.
4.2

Introduction of the Applied Simulation Tool

There are various appropriate simulation tools for the analysis of logistics systems (Cirullies, Klingebiel,
and Scavarda 2012). Similar to the ecological assessment databases, their suitability depends on the respective case and its requirements. OTD-NET (“order-to-delivery network simulation”) is a discrete-event
simulation (DES) environment that is specialized on the evaluation of multi-echelon supply chains (Wagenitz 2007). The simulation suite was developed by Fraunhofer IML and provides a holistic approach for
modeling and simulating complex production and logistics networks (Kuhn and Hellingrath 2006, p.
306). This tool delivers detailed insights into information and material flows, stock levels, network stability and flexibility, boundary conditions and restrictions.
The OTD-NET suite consists of the Graphical Modeling Environment (GME), an SQL database, and
the simulator itself (cf. Figure 2 for an overview, with the inclusion of the described enhancements). The
initial database comprises the definition of the OTD-NET classes for the modeling of the network and
product structure, and planning details. Typical probability distributions or constant values are used to
specify parameters, e.g. lead times, routing decisions, and installation rates of properties. The GME is
used to create objects from these classes and is able to build up models with high complexity. Subsequently, the simulator reads the complete model from the database, performs the parameterized simulation run(s), and writes the results to the result tables of the database. The simulator is equipped with an interface for DLL (dynamic link library) files that provide complex influence on the model.
Thus, OTD-NET already fulfills the aforementioned requirements one to three. The network structure, products, and processes can be modeled in detail. The definition of relevant parameters by a probability distribution ensures the mapping of stochastic effects and DES ensures dynamics. Furthermore,
DES and the structured representation of the model in the GME allow building highly complex simulation
models. However, requirements four to six are not met by this tool. Indeed, vehicles are represented in
OTD-NET, but they are not assigned to a specific type, e.g. to an ELCD type. Moreover, there is no integrated ecological assessment logic. This gap necessitates certain extensions which will be described in the
following section.
4.3

Description of the Applied Extensions

The OTD-NET suite has to be extended at multiple spots. At the database level, new classes and attributes
have to be defined. As DLLs can be regarded as flexible modules connected to the simulation core, they
are predestinated to encapsulate the ecological assessment logic. The simulator has to “learn” how to collect the required assessment parameters at runtime and how to transfer them to the assessment module.
The concept of OTD-NET and the necessary extensions for the ecological assessment are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2:
2 Scheme of the concept of
o OTD-NET and the ecoloogical extensiions
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The data concept for th
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m
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e
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QuotaWithinT
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nd QuotaHigh
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The MoT class has beeen extended by
b two attribu
utes: ELCDTyype is an enum
meration valuue (enum) thaat corresponds to
t the ELCD types introdu
uced in subsecction 3.2. Thee second attribbute EuroNorrm is also an enum
and comp
prises the valu
ues “Euro_norrm_0” throug
gh “Euro_norm
m_4” as well as “none”.
Further database class modificaations refer paarticularly to the elementss of the produuct structure ((products, partss, and propertties), as well as to their diimensions andd containers. As all of the product-struucturerelated claasses have to
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d to comply with
w the requiirements for ecological asssessment, theey are
complemeented by the attributes
a
ParrtDimensions and MoTSpeecDimensionss. The first paarameter referrences
the new class
c
DimensiionsOfGoods that includess the attributees TransportaationWeight, CargoWeight, and
Volume. These
T
float vaalues are neceessary to evalluate econom
mic and ecologgical effects. The transporrtation
weight represents the physical weight, whereas the cargo w
weight refers tto the weightt that is subject to
freight ch
harge. These two
t
weight parameters difffer if the carrgo volume faalls below a sspecific valuee. The
MoT speccific dimensio
ons allow app
plying differeent weight deeclarations deepending on the mean of transportation. Thereby, carrgo may stay in the same (virtual)
(
contaainer on diffeerent vehicles,, although theeir actual packaaging changes, e.g. from pallets
p
to TEU
U containers. The MoTSpeecDimensionss attribute connnects
a MoT ty
ype to a DimeensionsOfGoo
ods object. Finally,
F
the allready existinng container class has beeen extended by
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n of the attrib
butes TareCon
ntainer, Voluume, and VoluumeEmptyConntainer. Particularly the taree of a containeer has to be added to cargo
o that is subjeect to ecologiccal assessmennt.
On th
he result table side, a new table
t
called OUT_Eco
O
has been introduuced. This tabble takes the pprimary keys (T
TRT_ID and DCL_ID,
D
both
h integer) from the OUT_T
Transports taable. A transpport is identifiied by
the TRT_
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r
over mo
ore than one distribution
d
chhannel (DC). The attributee ELCD_Typee contains the enum
e
value that
t
was set at
a the accordiing input paraameters. The two succeedding attributess (To-
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tal_weight and Total_volume, both float) store the weight and volume of the entire transport. The last attributes (CO2, CO, Benzene, NOx, …, all float) contain the emissions caused by the transport on one DC.
4.3.2 Enabling and Validating the Simulation Tool
The database modifications are processed by the OTD-NET suite, which is programmed in C++. As described in detail in the previous sections, ecological assessment requires a great number of input parameters. This requires the simulation core to provide this data to the assessment component. Figure 3 gives an
overview on all modifications in the OTD-NET and DLL source code. Both consist of a core unit as well
as an interface (dashed line) called Scripting Host on the simulator side, and of OTD API on the DLL
side. Both interface parts provide a dispatcher which receives function calls from the respective opposite
side.
As shown in Figure 3, the ecological extension requires mechanisms to (0) create the empty result table at simulation start and (1) call the assessment logic whenever a transport arrives at the end of a DC to
initialize the calculation of emissions by OnEndTransport. This class first (2) collects required information about the concerning transport, then runs the appropriate ELCD assessment method, and finally
(3) writes the results to the data table created in the initialization phase.
Core

OtdDumper(…){
//
write sim results to
database or pipe
}
CDistributionChannel{
…
CScriptingHost::OnEndTransport
(this);
}

1

Simulator

Scripting Host

OTD API

Eco Assessment

OtdDispatcher(){
case 49{…}
case 46{…}
case 47{…}
case 48{…}
}

CreateTableDynamically(*table){
*OtdDispatcher(49,
*table);
}

Init(){
// called at simulation start
CreateTableDynamically
(&ecoTabale);
}

GetTransportInfo(TransportInfo,
TILevel){
*OtdDispatcher(47,
TransportInfo, TILevel);
}

OnEndTransport(*DC){
*DllDispatcher(46,*DC->m_Id);
}

DumpDllResult(handler){
*OtdDispatcher(48,
handler);
}

GetTransportInfo(*TransportInfo,
TILevel){
// collect data acc. to
// demanded data level and
// write to TranspInfo
return 0;
}

DllDispatcher(MethID,…){
case 46{…}
case 47{…}
…
}

M et hod ID list

M et hod ID list

46 := OnEndTransport

46 := OnEndTransport

47 := GetTransportInfo

47 := GetTransportInfo

48 := DumpDllResult

48 := DumpDllResult

49 := CreateTableDynamically

49 := CreateTableDynamically

…

…

0

OnEndTransport(DcId){
TransportInfo transInfo;
GetTransportInfo(&transInfo,
ETranspInfoLevel);
case Truck7_5t {…};
case Truck22t {…};
case Truck40t {…};
case ContainerShip {…};
case TrainD {…};
case TrainE {…};
case Plane {…};
DumpDllResult(&ResultLine);
}

2

3

DLL

Figure 3: Modifications for binding the eco module on the OTD-NET simulator
To ensure that the eco module works correctly, the functionalities 0 through 3 have to be verified and
validated. As the steps 0, 1 and 3 are rather trivial, the major focus lies on the data collection and calculation at runtime (step 2). Because OTD-NET has been approved in many projects and the simulation core
affecting simulation runs has not been modified, the results provided by the simulator can be considered
as valid. Thus, data collection and result calculation are crucial. The applied (deterministic) test model
contains a set of relations combining all means of transportation, product types, route types, Euro norms,
and different load factors. These test model results have been compared to a manual calculation. With a
deviation of 0 %, the mechanisms for data collection and result calculation are valid.
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uting Concep
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4.3.3 Rou
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The use of air cargo onn the
intercontinental main carriage is reduced
r
if a certain totall emission leevel of the llogistics system is
reached. This
T will lead
d to potentiallly longer lead
d times and th
the order assignment to a closer plant w
with a
later start of production
n may be com
mpetitive.
Figure 4 describes an example for
f this appliccation. The skketch shows a routing tablle with two roouting
entries resspectively su
ucceeded by a DC. The sh
hip routing is the first entrry and, accordding to OTD
D-NET
concepts, tested at firsst. The routin
ng references the “Search P
Pattern Sea C
Cargo”, which uses the neew atnd class for emissions. Th
he emission pattern
p
object called “EP G
GHG” contaiins a list of ggreentribute an
house gasses and the acccording quottas that the co
ompany is wiilling to emit.. As soon as one emissionn limit
is reached
d (attribute “IInclude All Quotas”
Q
= false), the emissiion pattern annd, therefore,, the search ppattern
are match
hed.

Figure 4: A sample routing concept bbased on emiissions
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This new concept provides full integration of transport emission as ecological targets into simulation.
The holistic approach of OTD-NET combining production planning, supplier interaction and distribution
processes enables making decisions in production and transport disposition based on emissions. The applied analysis method – simulation – ecologically allows relevant input parameters to be individually calculated for each transport.
5

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The logistics network simulation tool OTD-NET has been extended and is now able to determine an LCI
balance for transportation processes in accordance to LCA. The innovative intra-simulative assessment
approach offers the possibility to take decisions, e.g. transport disposition, according to ecological objectives. As simulation is a common method for the detailed analysis phase, this research work contributes to
fill the gap of missing tools for the ecology-oriented design and planning of logistics networks.
Initially, six requirements for the enhancement were identified. Whereas the first three requirements
were already met by the selection of the assessment method (discrete-event simulation) and tool (OTDNET), major modifications were necessary to fulfill the requirements four to six. The alterations have
been made on the database level (new classes and attributes), in the simulator core (results processing and
DLL interface), and particularly in the DLL module. Methodologically and with regard to the assessment
formulae, however, there is still potential for improvements.
On the one hand, the European norm draft EN 16258 recommends an exact methodology for the ecological assessment of transportation processes. Its central idea is to establish “Vehicle Operation Systems”
(VOS), i.e. the complete loop of a vehicle that contributes to a transportation process as well as the onand off-loaded cargo. Although this method allows the detailed assignment of energy consumption and
emissions to a product, it requires an enormous number of input data which is too complex to be obtained
from a logistics simulation model. In order to implement the LCA method as completely as possible, the
LCIA phase must be also considered. The intra-simulative aggregation of flow balances by adding the
impact of the emissions (e.g. CO2e) would offer further opportunities for the assessment.
On the other hand, the ELCD has to be considered as a sample assessment basis. In fact, ELCD has
been already overcome by datasets that are more up to date and involve further relevant input factors, e.g.
route profile (uphill/downhill sections) or even the driver’s habits. However, the modular concept of the
ecological assessment in OTD-NET is rather simple to be included and, thus, this tool is able to be
adapted to new requirements quite easily.
Besides the application in network design simulation studies, the OTD-NET simulator is appropriate
for further purposes, notably for Logistics Assistance Systems (LAS), i.e. software suites that aggregate
enterprise data from various information sources, offer an integrated view, and assess virtually operative
decisions. For the assessment step, the use of the aforementioned simulation tool is also highly suitable.
In addition, OTD-NET is recommended for application in the detailed analysis phase of SCD procedure
models (cf. subsection 2.1) that integrate green objectives.
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